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“Omi, you’re amazing, you’ve only just come in and gotten through the second hurdle.”Cheng Yu said
admiringly.

“Uh, does that mean it’s awesome?”

“Of course ah, like me, when I got through the second level, it was a hundred years since the first level,
and there’s also big brother Usui, when he got through the second level, it was two thousand years
later.”

“Damn, that long.”Omi was shocked, Omi had never planned on staying this long.

The man called Wu-li snorted, “What do you mean so long, are you scorning me?”

“I don’t dare, no matter what, big brother Usui, you are now the one who has passed the fifth level.”

“Hmph, count you a bit self-conscious.”

Cheng Yu smiled, “Omi, let’s go, we’ve built a house nearby, you can live with us.”

“I don’t agree.”The one called Uluo said.

“Ah, big brother Unyu, why?”Cheng Yu was puzzled.

That Usher was depressed inside, he had thought, a lonely man and woman, to see if there was a
chance to ask Cheng Yu for a date, although he knew he was not worthy, Cheng Yu could not possibly
look at him, but what if the goddess was lonely?In case the goddess is in need of it, but before it can
be realized, a Omi comes in, and what a damn handsome ball, and now he wants to live in his house,
dreaming. Remember the website .kanshu8.net

Omi smiled, “It doesn’t matter, I’m also going to build a house of my own, right in that valley in front
of me.”

Cheng Yu nodded and said, “Alright.”Cheng Yu couldn’t say anything, after all, that house was first
built by Usui.

That Ullo was proud of himself and secretly said, “Kid, Chengyu can only live with me, so just get lost,
huh.”

Omi saw the complacency in the eyes of the ugly eyes and smiled in his heart, immediately said to
Cheng Yu, “Cheng Yu, I’m planning to build two rooms, you don’t have to come live on my side.”

“Ew.”Cheng Yu was stunned, Omi hadn’t even built a house yet and invited her.

That Usher panicked, “Cheng Yu, Omi’s house isn’t even built yet, you may not be used to living there,
besides, you’ve been living on our side for so long, changing places easily won’t be good for your
cultivation.”Uluo was depressed and looked at Omi with anger, this kid, he even came to this trick.



Omi said, “Cheng Yu, we are at the same level, we live together, we definitely have more topics ah,
besides, you are a beautiful woman of the immortal world, I am a handsome man of the immortal
world, both are more eye catching, look up and see, between us for a long time will not affect the
mood ah.”

That Usuo suddenly became angry, “Omi, what do you mean?What you’re saying is that I’m ugly and it
affects my mood to let Cheng Yu look at me for a long time, right?”

“Ah, no no, it really didn’t mean that, you misunderstood.”Omi said.

Omi didn’t want to overly anger this Uluo, after all, he was a late Dao Immortal and his strength
absolutely spiked Omi, even if he was also a mid Dao Immortal, his strength was still stronger than
Omi because he had passed the fifth level and could kill eight hundred savages in a minute, while Omi
could kill up to two hundred in a minute, and that was the greatest measure of strength.They were all
able to participate in the Wolf Battle Team assessment, they were all war gods among war gods.

Omi went off on his own to a nearby valley and built two wooden houses, the reason why he built two
was reserved for Cheng Yu, in case she did move over.

After building the houses, Omi began to enter into cultivation.

Omi said, “If I want to get through the third level, I must kill 300 savages a minute, and the fourth level,
I must kill 500 savages a minute.This pressure is really

It’s too big, I can only kill two hundred at most now no matter how much I kill them.I’m afraid it won’t
take long for my strength to rise again.”

At this moment, Omi’s heart moved, secretly saying, “I had two hands before, each performing an
empty tearing technique, but now, I have fused the Sun and Moon Divine Sword and the Shura Divine
Saber, into one martial art, Sun and Moon Shura, so I only need one hand now, and the other hand,
empty again.So, can I, with both hands, perform the Sun and Moon Shura?”

Omi immediately began to experiment, using Sun and Moon Shura on both of his hands.

Sure enough, the power was doubled again.

“Haha, the power has doubled, so wouldn’t I be able to kill four hundred savages in a minute?I can go
through the third level.”Omi was overjoyed.

“However, I’m not in a hurry yet, I’m just a hundred savages short of the fourth level, so I’ll see if I can
raise my strength a little more and try to get through two levels straight to the fifth.

Omi entered the spatial tablet, closed his eyes, and opened the depth space.

Next, Omi must practice the Sun and Moon Divine Sword and the Shura Divine Saber properly before
fusing them into the more advanced Sun and Moon Shura.

A day later, Omi opened his eyes.

“The Shura Divine Saber, I’ve trained to the 130th level, and the Sun and Moon Divine Sword, I’ve also
trained to the 135th level.Both of these Air Tearing Techniques have improved by a huge amount from
before, and now if I fuse the Shura Divine Saber and the Sun and Moon Divine Sword that have
improved by a huge amount, I will become an even stronger Sun and Moon Shura.”

Soon, Omi fused into an even stronger Sun and Moon Shura.



Omi stood up, he now had the confidence to go to the fourth level.

“Omi, where are you going?”Just out of the valley, I ran into Cheng Yu.

“Cheng Yu, I’m going to go through the fourth level now, right, you take me there, save me the
search.”

“Ah, no, you only entered the Sacred Ancient World Assessment yesterday, and you’re going through
the fourth level today?You’re not joking.”

“Oh, I’m not joking.”

“I don’t believe it, you’re definitely joking with me.”Cheng Yu said, after all, very, very few people
came in the second day and passed the fourth level.

“Forget it if you don’t believe me, I’ll go find the location of the fourth level myself.”

“Wait, Omi, if you can defeat me, then I’ll believe that you have the strength to get through the fourth
level, after all, I’m the one who got through the fourth level.”

“Fine, you can do it, or let me see what kind of Da Luo Galaxy spell you have.”

“Then be careful, I’m not a savage, and you’re not a savage, so maybe, my spell will be deadly enough
to restrain you.Being able to kill as many wildlings as you can doesn’t make you stronger or weaker.”

“Understood.”Omi was immediately ready.

Cheng Yu’s eyes suddenly changed and a nebula appeared in her eyes, like a huge galaxy in space.

In the next second, Omi felt as if a galactic distance separated him and Cheng Yu.

“Ah, this.”Omi was horrified, this was a really powerful spell, separated by a galactic distance, and a
hairline, no matter howmuch Omi attacked, it was impossible to attack beyond a galaxy ah.

“No, she and I, even though it feels like a galaxy away, we can’t really be that far apart, what is the
magic of this spell, what is the magic of it?I have to figure this out, or I’m bound to not win against
her.”Tenzin told himself internally, but time did not give Tenzin a chance to think.
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